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:(]:~.~ Depiartiii~jjt ofHonietand Security 
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services 
Administrative Appeals Office (AAO) · 
20 Massachusetts Ave., N.W., MS 2090 
Was)lington, DC 20529-2090 

U~S.Citizenship 
and Immigration 
Services 

Date: JAN 11 2013 Office: CALIFORNIASERVICE CENTER FILE: 

IN RE: P'etiti0ner: · 
Beneficiary: 

PETITIO~.: · Petition Jor a Noni-mmigrant Worker Pursuant ·· to .Section 101(a)(15)(H)(i)(b) of the 
. Immigration and Nationality Act, 8 U.S.C. § 11Ql(a)(15)(H)(i)(b) 

ON BEHALF Of PETITIONER: 

Enclosed pl,ease fi11d the decision of the Administrative Appeals Office in your case. All of the documents 
related to !hi~ niatter Have been returned to the office that originally decided your case. Please be advised that 
any further inquiry th~t you migh( have concerni_ng your case must be made to that office. .. 

•I 

If you bel.ieve die AAO inappropriately applied the law in reaching its decision, or you have additionai 
informatio.n that you wish to have considered, you may file a motion to reconsider or a motion to reopen in 
ac~oro~nce with the instructions on Form, I-290B, Notice of Appeal or Motion, with a fee of $630. The . 
specific requirements for filing such a motion ean be (ound at 8 C.F.~. § 103.5. Do not file any motion 
directly w.ith th,e AAO. Please be aware that 8 C.F.R .. § 103.5(a)(l)(i) requires any motion to be filed within 
30 days of the d.ecisioiuhat the motion seeks to .reconsideror reopen; 

~~ 
' . ' 

Ron Roseqberg 
Acting Chief, Administrative Appeals Office . 
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DISCUSSlON: the service center director denied the nonimmigrant visa petition, and the matter is 
now be,fo.re tJ?:e Adn)inistrative Appeals Office (AAO) on appeal. The appeal will be dismissed. The 
petition. will b¢ deni~d. 

On the Form 1-129 visa petition, the petitioner stated that it is a physical therapy firm. To employ 
the bene:f.i<:;i~ry !n w;hat it designates as a research and development engineer position, the petitioner 
endeavors to classify him as a nonimmigrant worker in a sp¢cialty occupation pursuant to section 
101(a)(15)(H)(i)(b) · of · the Immigration and Nation~lity Act (the Act), 8 U.S.C. 
§ 1101(a)(15)(H)(i)(b). · · 

Thtf. director denied the petition, finding that the petitioner fa~led to establish that it would employ 
the beneficiluy in. a specialty occupation position. On appe~l, counsel asserted that the director's 
basis fot' qe~ial ~as erroneous · and contended that the; ·petitioner satisfied all evidentiary 

· req~ireme.qts. 

As will be discussed below, the AAO has determined that the; director did not err in her decision to 
deny the petition on the specialty occupation issue. Accordingly, the director's decision will not be 
9isturbed. 

· The AAO b~ses its decision upon its review of the entire record of proceeding, which includes: 
(1) the pe'titioner's Form 1-129 and the supportin~ documentatipn filed with it;(~) the service center's 
request for additional evidence (RFE); (3) the response to the RFE; (4) the director's denial letter; 
and (5) the Fqrm l-290B and counsel's submissions on appeal. ' · 

( 
Section 214(i)(l) of: the Act, .8 U.S.C. § 1184(i)(l), defines the term "specialty occupation" as an 
occupatiqn . that requires: 

' 
(A) theoretical and practical application of a ·body of highly specialized 

knowledge, and 

(B) · ·· attairiment of a bachelor's or higher degree in the specific specialty (or its 
equi~alent) as a minimum for entry into the occupation in the United States. 

Pur~uant to 8 C.F.R.; § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A), to qualify as a speci~lty occupation, the position must also 
meet one of th~ following criteria: · · 

(1) A baccalaureate or higher degree or its equivalent is normally the minimum 
requirement for entry into the particular positio~; . 

(2) The degree requirement is common to the industry in parallel positions among 
similar organizations or, in . the alternative, an employer may-show that its 

. . partiCular position is so complex or unique that it can be performed only by an 
ipdiv~dual with a degree·; 
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(3) 

(4) 

.. . · .. · 

j ' • 

• I 

The ~mployer normally requires a degree or its ~qui valent for the position; or 

The :nature of the specific duties [is] so specialized and complex that · 
knowledge required . to perform the duties is usually associated with the 

· attainment of a baccalaureate or higher degree. ' . .. . . .; . 

As a: thtes4old iss1.1e, it is noted that 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A). must logically be read together 
witp sedio.n 214(i)(l) of the Act and 8 C.F.R. §214.2(h)(4)(ii). In other words, this regulatory 
language ·must be construed in harmony with the thrust of the related provisions and with the statute . 

·as a whole. SeeK Mart Corp. v. Cartier Inc., 486 U.S. 281, 291 (1988) (holding that construction of 
language which tak~s into account the design of the statute as a whole is preferred); see also COlT 
Indepe11;d~n~eJoint Venturey. Federal Sav. and Loan Ins. Cofp., 489 U.S. 561 (1989); Matter ofW
F-, 21 I&N Dec. 503 (BIA 1996). As such, the criteria stated in 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A) 
should logically be :read as being necessary but not necessarily sufficient to meet the statutory and 
regulatory gefinition of specialty occupation .. Tq ,_ otherwise interpret this section as stating the 
necessary a!J,d suffiCient conditions for meeting the definition Of specialty occupation would result in 
4 particuf~r posiHmi: meeting a condition under 8 C.F.R. § 214\2(h)(4)(iii)(A) but not the statutory or 
regulatory definition. See Defensor v. Meissner, 201 F.3d 384, 387 (5th Cir. 2000). To avoid this 
illogical a,nd absurd ; resul~, 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(h )( 4 )(iii)(A) must,; therefore be read as stating additional 
requirements that a \position must meet,_ supplementing. the statutory and regulatory definitions of 
specialty :Occupation . 

. I 

Consonant w~th settion 214(i)(l) of the Act and the regulatipn at 8 C.F,R. § 214.2(h)(4)(ii), U.S. 
Citjzenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) consistently interprets the term "degree" in the 
criteria a~ 8 c:F.R. § 214.2(h)(4.)(iii)(A) to mean not just an·y b'.accalaureate or higher degree, but one 
in a specific specialty that is directly re.lated to tl}e profferea position. See Royal Siam Corp. v. 
Chertoff, 484 f.3ci ~39, 147 (1st Cir. 2007) (describing "a degr,ee requirement in a specific specialty" 
as "one th,~t rela~es directly to the duties and responsibilities of a particular position"). Applying this 
standard, lJSCIS regularly approves H-lB petitions for qualified aliens who are to be employed as 
engineers; cowputer scientists, certified public accountants,; college professors, and other ·such 
occupations. Thes~ professions, for which petitioners hav¢ regularly been able to establish a 
minimum entry requirement in ·the United States of a baccalc.mreate or higher degree in a specific 
spe~ialty or its equivalent directly related to the duties and responsibilities of the particular position, 
fairly represent the types of spec~alty occupations that Congres.s contemplated when it created the H-
lB visa category. . . . . . 

. With the ··visa petition, counsel submitted a letter, dated Dec¢mber 16, 2009, from the petitioner's 
owner and a separate· document describing the: proffered position; .. The petitioner's letter contains the 
follo.wing. descriptiop of the duties of the proffer~d position: 

.· As a Resear~h and Development Engineer with [the pe~itioner], [the beneficiary] will 
be responsible for the research and development of mechanical and electrical 
apparatuses :.(not currently e:x:isting or available) and maintaining optimum 
peqorrn4nce . ·of all equipment. Specific duties :will include · designing and 
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implementing cost-effective , equipment modificatiops to help improve safety, 
teFabflity arid throughput; developing project specifi~ation; developing, testing and 

. evalu~ting theoretical designs; discussing and solV,ing complex problems with 
niamifacturifig departments, subcontractors; suppliers !and customers; making sure a . · 
product can be made again reliably and will perform · consistently in specified 
operating environments; and managing projects using engineering principles and 
te~hniques. . / 

The separate description of the proffered position adds the following duties: 

·• · pl&rining: and designing "new production processes; , 
• .. pm.ducing details of specifications and outline designs; 
• ·;, recommending modifications following prototype t~st results with patients; 
• ~bJls.idering the implications of issues such as cost, ~afety and time constraints; 
• working .with other profess!onals, within and outside the engineering specializing 

· . in physical therapy [sic]. 

·Both the: petitioner's letter and tlie separate descripti~n . of !the proffered position state, without 
analysis, th.at the position requires a bachelor's ·degree in mechanical engineering, electi-ical 
engineerin~ or equivalent work experience in the fields of mechanical and/or electrical engineering. 

' . 

On December 30, :2009, the service center issued · an RFE. in this matter. The service center 
requestec(, inter alia, evidence that the petitioner would employ the beneficiary in a specialty 
occupatid.n. The service center explicitly requested that the petitioner provide a .more detailed 
description of the duties of the proffered position and, "Also, explain why the work to be performed 

· requires tpe services of a person who has a college degree or its equivalent in the occupational field." 

In respoqse, cou:p.sel submitted (1) four vacancy announcerp.ents; (2) another description of the 
proffered: poshion; . and (3) a letter, . dated Febtuary . 8, 2010, from counsel. The vacancy 
announcements will' be discussed below. 

~ · . ' ' ' \ 

The ctesctiption of the proffered position states the .following: 

~ R~search Develop, design and · provide high quality adjustable physical therapy 
exercise equ~pment specifically ~reated to meet the ne~ds of physical therapy patients 

· giving [the petitioner] a competitive edge over other physical therapy providers that 
do not currently have access to such equipment. · 

,,. • I . 

· '•, . 
• Works closeiy with the physical therapist/owner to: 

" . 

1. Makes otherwise unavailable improvements to currently utilized 
p4ysical therapy exercise equipment to pen:Dit the equipment to be 

, . , I 

tailored to the diverse needs of physical tlierapy patients. Stated 
differently, the Research and Development Engineer works with 
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the physical therapist/owner to fit exercise e:quipment to the patient 
r~ther than fore(! the patient to fit the exercise equipment. 

:- . / 
2. Develops, tests, and monitors exercise equipment that is not 

c\Irrently available in any form to meet the diverse needs of a 
·dfverse patient demographic/population. 

• Analyzes and interprets the problems with . and/qr short comings of currently 
available exercise equipment where no other equiptnent exists in the industry that 
addresses such problems and shortcomings. Researches and develops specific 

~ ; ; . 

. e~ercise equipment to solve these problems and/or shortcomings. To perform this 
· job duty,. the Research and Development Engineer must tely on knowledge of ,and 
experienCe in the following scientific and engineering areas: ·· 

·, . 

1.- -Mechanical Engineering/Physics 
· a~ Pulleys 

hi Levers 
c. Force 
d: Magnetic materials 
e. · Electromagnetics 
f.' Friction 
g; Rotational dynamicS 
h. Inertia 
i. : Momentum 

Jo.' Newton's law of motion 
k: ·work 
L Kinetic energy 

~· Potential energy 
n: Vectors 

.2: · Electrical Engineering 
· a: AC applie3;tions 
b; DC applications 
c: Current 
d:j Voltage 
e~ OHMS Law 

3. Electronics: Electronic monitoring of mech~nical equipment (i.e., 
.. tabulating repetitions meeting a predetent:J.inedi minimum quantifiable 
effectiv,e effort so that poor effort will not count toward acceptable 

•·: repetjtioJ1s to ensure the highest quality of. exer~ise performed.) ·· 
· ·, 4;·. Materials: favorable vs. unfavorable stresses and strains in different , . - ' . ~ -- . - -- . 

readily available and/or lesser available materials to safely, efficiently, 
and cost effectively product the exercise equipment. 

5. Carpentry 
a .. Joinery 
b, . Properties of different woods. 
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. c.' Different ·grain types 
6. Wel<Ung . 

a: Electrical 
b: Gas 

7. Metal working 
a. Lathe work 

• Researching existing sources, such as the internet apd catalogs to identify existing 
e~ercise equipment so as not to design and deve~op exercise equipment that is 
mqre ~ost effective to purchase rather than produce in~ house. 

• '· E:ffectiv~ly combines the best elements of similar types of existing equipment to . 
· prpduce ~ single superior piece of equipment. 

• Performs research on appropriate and cost-effective patenting process for 
produced equipment. 

• . Assists ~wner in making presentations to parties •. interested in mass producing 
' equipment 'to be marketed to the general physic£\1 therapy provider population 

while protecting [the petitioner's] ideas and intellectual property. 

Althougll. the petitioner responded with a more detailed description of the duties of the proffered 
position,.that description still fails to demonstrate· that the dut~es require a minimum of a bachelor's 
degree jf\ a specific specialty o~ its eq.uivalent to perform. For instance, carpentry, welding, and 
metalworkjng 9o not necessarily require a college degree. Further, there is no indication that an 
understanding of pulleys, levers, force, magnetic materials; etc., is only available th~ough at least a 
baccalaut~ate-level ~ollege education in a specific sp~cialty. ; Further still, the exercise equipment 
the beneficiMY · wo~ld design and the modifications he wo:uld make to existing equipment are 
described. oply abstr'actly; there is no indication that those inv~ntions and modifications would be of 
su<;h complexity, u'niqueness, or specialization that they w:ould require any particular level of 
educatiori. The AAO finds that, to the extent thatthe proposed duties are described, those duties fail 
to evince any' parth:;ular level of specialization, complexity, or uniqueness that would require any 
particular level of equcation, as will be discussed further below. · 

I 

The direc~or denied the petition on April 1, 2010, finding, as was noted above, that the petitioner had 
not deJ::I10P&trated th,at the proffered position qualifies as a poS,ition in a specialty occupation in that 
the . evidence did not establish that the performance· of its duties requires a minimum of a bachelor's 
degree in a specifiC specialty or its equivalent. More speCifically, the director found that the 
petitioiJ.erhad satisfied none of the criteri~ set forth at 8 C.F.R. ;§ 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A). . , 

In .that decis~on, the director characterized . the proffered position: as an engineering technician 
position, rather tha~ as an engineer position, as the -petitione'r and counsel have characterized it, and 
analyzed Its entry educational requirements as such.. · 

' ,· 
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On appeal, counsel objected to the director is classification ~f the proffered position as an engineering 
technicia~. Counsel noted that tlie U.S. Department of Labor's Occupational Outlook Handbook 
(Handbook) indicates that engineering technicians work unden the supervision of engineers, and that 
the .benefi.~iar:y will have no· such supervision. Counsel also stated: · 

[The petitioner's] evidence established beyond a prependerance of the evidence that 
· th~ position :upon which its petition is based is an engineering position requiring at . 
le(lSt 1! Bachelor's d~gree or equivalent in engineering. ' ... 

. ' . 
The AAQ wi11 now.discuss the application of the additional, ~uppl~mental requirements of 8 C.F.R. 
§ 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A) to the evidence in this record of proceedil).g. As was observed above, neither of 
the descriptions of the duties of the proffered position provides sufficient detail to demonstrate that 
the complexity, uniqueness, or specialization inherent to th~se duties. The petitioner's failure to 
establish ·,the substantive nature of the work to be performed by the beneficiary precludes a finding 
that the prqf;fered · position is a specialty occupation • under any criterion at 8 C.P.R. 
§ 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A), because it is the substantive nature of th~t work that determines (1) the normal 

-~/ . minimum. e<lucatio~al requirement for the particular position, which is the focus of criterion 1; 
(2) i1_1dus,~ry pqsitimis which are parallel to the proffered positibn and thus appropriate for review for 
a commqn degree :,requirement, under the first alternate pfong . of criterion 2; (3) the level of 
complexity or uniqlieness of the proffered position, which is the focus of the second alternate prong 
of criterion 2; (4) the factual justification for a petitioner normally requiring a degree or its 
equivale~t, when that is an issue under criterion 3; and (5) the · degree of specialization and 
complexity of the specific duties; which is the focus of criterion 4. Nevertheless, the AAO will 
address the specific requirements of the subsections of 8 C.P.R. § 2142(h)( 4)(iii)(A) in more detaiL 

We will first address the supplemental, alternative requiremeqt of 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A)(J), 
which i~ ~atisfied i{ the petitioner demonstrates that the norm~l minimum entry requirement for the 
proffe.red position is. a bachelor's or higher degree in a specific specialty or its equivalent. 

The AAO recognizes the Handbook, cited by counsel, as an ~uthoritative source on the duties and 
educ~tion·at requirements of the wide variety of occupations th~t it addresses.1 

· 

! 

As was observed a\jove, however, the descriptions. provided of the duties of the proffered position 
provide insuff!cient;~etail to demonstrate that those duties require any piuticular level of education. 
the nature of the · modifications to existing equipment that !he beneficiary .would make, and the 
nature of the machinery he would design, are not describe& Without this information, the duty 
descriptio11s cannot demonstrate whether the proffered position requires a minimum of a bachelor's 
degree or the equiv(!.lent in a specific specialty, or whether sopte lesser amount of education would 

· suffice to perform them. 

1 The . ljandbook, which is available io printed form, may also be accessed on the Intern'et, at 
http://www.stats.bls.gov/oco/. The AAO's references ·to' t:he Handbook are .to the 2012 ·- 2013 edition 
available online . .. · 
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In the ''Electrical and Electronics Engineering Technicians" chapter, the Handboqk provides the 
follow~ng qescriptions of the duties of electrical engineering positions: 

. ..- .. . 

E\ec~rical engineering tech.Dicians typically do t~e following: 

' 

• 
• 

• 
• 

·• 

• 

• 
• 

Pht together electrical and electronic systems ~nd prototypes 
B,uild, calibrate, and repair electrical. instruments or testing 

·equipment 
yisit construction sites to observe conditions affecting design 
Iqentify solutions to technical design problems that arise during 
construction of electrical systems 
I~spect d~signs for · quality Control~ report findings, and make 
recommendations 
Qraw diagrams and write specifications to clarify design details · of 
experimental electronics units 
Install and maintain electrical control systems and equipment 
Set up test equipment . and evaluate . the performance of 
developmental parts, assemblies, or systems under simulated 
conditions 

• Analyze test inform:ation to resolve design-related problems 
• 1\1odify electrical prototypes, parts, and assemblies to correct 

·problems 

U.S, Dep'.i or Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Occupational Outlook Handbook, 2012-13 ed., 
"Electrica,.l (!.nd Electronics Engineering Technicians," http://www.bls.gov/ooh/architecture-and
engineerill,.glelectrical-and-electronic-engineering-technicians.htm#tab-2 (last visited January 8, 
2013): . 

\ 
In the "Mechanical Engineering. Technicians" chapter, the Handbook provides the following 
descripti~n~ pf the duties of those positions: 

Me~h(!.rtical engineering technicians typically do the following: 

• · Evah~ate drawing designs for new or changed tools by measuring 
dimensions . oil' the ~rawing and comparing · them with the original 
specifications . 
Prepare layouts and drawings of parts to be made and the process • 

.... 

.. 

. foi putting them together 
Qiscuss changes with cowqrkers-for example, in the design of the 
part, ~ in the way it will be made . and put together, . and in the 
.te,chniques and process they will use 
Review instructi.ons and blueprints for the project to ensure the test 
specifications, procedures, and objectives 
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• 

• 

" ' 

. . ,. 

P~an,. make, and put together ne~ o,i: ch1mg~d mech~nical parts for 
products, such as industrial machinery or eqpipment 
Set up arid conduct tests of complete unit~ and of parts as they 
Would really be used, as a way . to inyestigate proposals for 

. improving equipment performance 
Record test procedures and resuJts, numerical and graphical data, 
a~d recommendations for changes in product or test methods 
An(llyze test results iil' regarding design specifications and test 
o_bjectives 

:U.S. DelfJ of Labor, Bureau of Labor S~atistics, .Occupatidnal Outlook Handbook, 2012-13 ed., 
. "Mechc~nicai Engineering Technicians," · http://www.bls.gov/ooh/architecture-and-
enginee:rihg!n\echanical-engineering-technicians.htm#tab~2 (last visited January 8, 2013). 

To . the e~tent -that they are susceptible to analysis, . the abstract descriptions of the duties of the 
proffered positiop. ·are consi&tent with an electrical and electronics engineering technician position, 
and/or a mechanical' engineering technician position. 

As to the educatio~al requirements of electrical ~ngineering technician positions, the Handbook 
states, "Programs fqr electrical ... engineering techniciems u~ually lead to em associate's degree in 
electrical . . . . engineering technology." As t9 the educational requirements of mechanical 
engineering techniCian positions, the Handbook states, ·~)>rospective mechanical ·engineering 
technicians 4sually 'ta\ce courses in fluid mechanics,' thermoqynamics, and mechanical design in a 
program leading to

1 

em associate's degree.'' The Handbook ,does not support the contention that 
either elh)ttical a~d electrol\ics engineering technician P,Ositions or mechanical engineering 
technician p<;>_sition~ -require a minimum of a bachelor's degree in a specific specialty or its 
equivalent. ·· · · · . 

' ' . 

The MQ fjnds: that, to the extent that they are described in t4e record of proceeding, the numerous 
duties that the petitioner ascribes to the proffered position ind,icate a need for a range of knowledge 
of mechanical and electrical design, but do not establish by ~a preponderance of the evidence any 
particularlevel of.formal, baccalaureate or higher ievel, education as minimally necessary to attain 
~uch knowledge. The record contains no blueprints, paterits, or evidence of machines sold to 
indicate .thCit the complexity and specialiZation of the proffere,d position, as practiced in the context 
of the petitioner's b~siness operations, would exceed the conjplexity and ~pecialization inherent to 

· other electrical or mechanical engineering technicians; . 
. ·. t ·, ' . 

. ' ' . . 

Counsel's teliance ·on the 'claim tftat the beneficiary would not be supervised by an engineer, absent 
any indictttion ofr th~ complexity of the beneficiary's dutie~, is insufficient to show that it requires a 
degree or the equiv,alent. Further, assuming arguendo that the proffered position were that of an 
engineer, there is no evidence· that the beneficiary would. be relieved of having to perform the duties 
of an engfnf!_ering technician, as he· would not . have a subordi~ate, engineering technician to perform 
those lo:Wer-fevel dtities. In other words, based on 'counsel ' s logic, i.e., where there is em .engineering 
tec~iciap:. the~e mu~t be an engineer; it is more likely, or at.least just as likely' that the re~erse would 
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be true, 1.~. where ther~ is an engineer there must be. an engineering technician. The AAO does not 
· · finq thatyither must be true. Instead, based on the duties, as described and as examined, within the 
~ontext of ~ physical therapy office, it appears more likely than not that the beneficiary would be 
employed as an engineering technician with some maintenanc,e and repair worker duties artd not as 
. • .. j ' . an engtneer. · · .. · 

' 

The petitipner. has not. demonstrated that a bachelor's degree or the equivalent in a specific specialty 
or its equiv(lJent is normally the minimuin requirement for en~ry into · the particular position and has 
not, therefore, satisfied the criterion of 8 C.F.R. §214.2(h)(4)((ii)(A)(J). -

Next, the: AAO finds that the petitioner has not sa:ti!)fied the :first of the two alternative prongs of 
8 C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A)(2). This prong alternatively requires a petitioner to establish that a 
bachelor's ~egree, iri a specific specialty, is common to the pe~itioner's industry in positions that are 
botb,: (1) :parallel to' the proffered position; and (2) :located in organizations that are similar to the 

' ' 

petitioner. · .. . 

In determinip.g whether there is such a common degree requirement, factors often considered by 
USCIS include: whether the Handbook reports that the industry requires a degree; whether the 
industry's professional association has made a degree a minimum entry requirement; and whether 
letters qr affidavits from firms or individuals in the industry attest that such firms "routinely employ 

·and recrujt qnly degt~ed individuals." See Shanti, Inc. v. Reno, 36 F. Supp. 2d 1151, 1165 (D.Minn . 
. 1999) (quotip.gHird(Blaker Corp. v. Sava~ 712 F. Supp. 1095, Jl02 (S.D.N.Y. 1989)). 

As was qbs{!'rved a~ove, the Handbook provides no support for the proposition that the petitioner's 
industry, or any· ot~er, normally requires a minimum of a bachelor's degree or the equivalent in a 
specific spec;i~Jty to: perform the duties of the proffered positi~oii. The record contains· no evidence 
pertinent to a . professional c:tssociation: · that requires a minimum of · a bachelor's degree or the 

' I , 

equivalent in a specific specialty as a condition of entry in order to perform those duties. The record 
contains 110 letters or affidavits from others in the p~ysical therapy industry. 

· As was noted abov~, ~ounsel did provide .four vacancy announcements. Two were placed by Life 
Fitness, and one was placed· by Star Trac. Both of those are manufacturers of exercise machinery. 
The four~h vacancy. announcement was ·placed by Brooks Sports, a sporting goods manufacturer. 
None of those comp(lnies is in the physical therapy industry. · · 

One of the vacap.cy -~miouncements is for a mechanical engineering manager to design new exercise 
equipment and modifications of existing exercise equipment.' Another is for a quality engineer to 
test new exetcjse products. Another would design new sports ~hoes for prototype manufacturing and 
testing. .· Th~ last :vacancy announcement is for a mechap.ical sustaining engineer to resolve 
production issues, a!J,d implement cost reduction measures in the process of manufacturing exercise 
equipment. Because· the complexity of the design responsibilities of the proffered position have 
rtev'er been satisfact~lfily explained, the AAO is unable to determine whether those positions could 
be ronsid.ered parallel to the proffered position even if they were in the same industry and with 
org~niz(ltions similar to the petitioner. · 
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None of tlie positidns described is in the petitioner's ilidustry, and none have been shown to be a 
position parallel to the proffered position in an organization similar to the petitioner. FurtheJ, even if 
all four posit~ons were demonstrated to be for parallel positions in the petitioner's industry with 
organizations · similar to the petitioner, the submission • of the four consciously selected 
announcements is statistically insufficient to demonstrate an industry-wide requirement? The record 
contains ~o independent evidence that the announcements are ;representative of recruiting and hiring 
practices for electriCal or mechanical engineering technicians ip the physical therapy industry. 

The peHtioner h(ls ilot demonstrated that a requirement of a minimum of a bachelor's degree in a 
spe,cific 1;pecia!ty <,>r the equivalent. is common to the petitioner's industry in parallel positions among 
similar otg~IP.z(ltions, and has not; therefore, satisfied the criterion of the first alternative prong of 
8 C~F,R. § 2i4.2(h)(4)(i'ii)(A)(2r . 

The AAO will next consider the second alternative prong of 8 :c.F.R. § 214.2(h)( 4)(iii)(A)(2), which 
may be Satisfied if: the petitioner establishes that, notwithsUmding that other positions designing 
equipiileiit and designing modifications to existing equipment for physical · therapy service providers 
may not require a minimum of a bachelor's degree in a sp~cific specialty, or its equivalent, . the 
particular position proffered in the instant case is so complex or unique that it can be performed only 
by an ln,divldual with such credentials. 

As was o~Served above, the description of the duties of the prqffered position is too abstract to show 
that the designs anq modifications that the beneficiary would- be called on to make are sufficiently· 
complex or unique: that they would require any. specific, formal baccalaureate or higher level 
education. or the equivalent · · 

2 Although the size df the relevant study population is unkn6wn; the petitioner fails to demonstrate what 
statistically valid inferences, if any, can be drawn froin four job ipostings with regard ·to determining the 
common eduqltional requirements for entry into engineering techniCian positions in similar companies in the 
physical therapy ind~stry." See generally Ea~l Babbie, The Practice ofSocial Resear.ch 186-228 (1995). 
Moreover, given that there is no indication that the advertisements were randomly selected, the validity of any 
such infer~nces could~ not be accurately determined even if the sampling unit were sufficiently large. See id. 
at t.95-196 (explaining that "[r]andom selection is the key to [the] process [of probability sampling]" and that 
''random s.etection offers access to the body of probability theory, which provides the basis for estimates of 
populat~on parameters and estimate!;i of error~'). 

' , • ' 

As such, eyenif .the job announcements supported thefinding thaf the position of electrical or mechanical 
engineering. technician for a physical therapy firm required a bachelor's or higher degree in a specific 
specialty or its equivalent, it cannqt be· found that such a limited number of postings that may have been 
consciously selected ~ould demonstrate that a requirement of a minimum. of a bachelor's degree in a specific 
specialty or ' the equ,ivalent is common to the petitioner's industry in parallel positions among similar 
organizations;· 
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The. recor,d cop.~ains ;no other evidence to show that the'proffered position is complex or unique such 
that it requires a minimum of a bachelor's degree in a specific specialty or.its equivalent. The 
petitioner has ·not, therefore, satisfied the second ; alternative· prong of 8 C.F.R . 
. § 214.2(h)(4~(iii)(A)(2). 

The record contains no evidence that the petitioner has ever previously hired'- anyone to fill the 
proffered position, ·and the petitioner has not, therefore, provided any evidence for analysis under the 
crit~rion of 8 C.F.R. § Zl4.2(h)(4)(iii)(A)(3).3 

· · 

Finally, the MO will address the alternative criterion at 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A)(4), which is 
satisfied if the petitioner establishes .that the nature. of the Specific duties is so specialized and 
comple.x t.bat know!edge . required to perform them is usually associated with the. attainment of a 
baccalaur~ate or higher degre.e in a specific specialty or its equivalent. 

' 

Again, how~ver, designing and implementing equipment modifications, developing project 
specifications;' devdloping, testing . and evaluating theoretical . designs; discussing and solving 
productioo problems; planning and ·designing production processes; producing details of 
specifications and outline designs; recommending modificatim~s following prototype test results with 
patients; ·.COilSidering cost, safety and time constraints; working with other professionals; . etc., 
contains insuffic~ent indication of . complexity or specialization of those duties such that the 
knowledge required to perform them would usually be assoc~ated with a minimum of a bachelor's . 
degr~e in a sp~cific specialty or its .equivalent, . especially ;given the lack of evidence that the 
petitioner; engages in the production of "mechanical and electfical apparatuses," as opposed to only 
providing physical .therapy services. Therefot:e, the petitioner has not satisfied the criterion at 
8 C.P.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A)(4); 

In conclu~ion, tpe J\AO finds that the director did not err in h~r determination that the record before 
her failed tp establish that the beneficiary would be employed in a specialty occupation position, and 
it also finds that the: submissions on appeal have not remedied that failure. According! y, the appeal 
will be dismissed and the petition denied on this basis. · .1 

3 While a: petitipner may believe or otherwise assert. that a proffere'd position requires a degree, ·that opinion 
alone without ¢orrob~rating evid~nce cannot · establish the position ~ as a specialty occupation. Were US CIS 
limited solely .to .reviewing a petitioner's claimed self-imposed r~quirements, then . any individual with a 
bachelor's degree could be brought to the United States to perform' any occupation as long as the employer 
artificially; cFeated a token degree requirement, whereby all individuals ·, employed . in a particular position 
possesseq a baccalaureate or higher degree in a specific specialty or its equivalent. See De[ensor v. Meissne;, 
201 F. 3d ~t 387. Irr other words, if a petitioner's degree requirement is only symbolic and· the proffered 
position does not in f&ct require such a specialty degree .or its equiv*lent to perform its duties, the occupation 
would not meet the statutory or regulatory definition of.a specialty occupation. See § 214(i)(l) of the Act; 8 
C:F.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(ih (definin~ the term "specialty occupation"). 
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, The recprd suggests an additional issue that was not addressed in the decision· of denial. 
·. Specifically, the pet~tioner has ·also failed to establish that the beneficiary is qualified to perform the 

duties of a ,specialty:occupation. · 

Section 214(i)(2) of. the Act, 8 U.S.C. § 1184(i)(2), states that: an alien applying for classification as 
an H-l~ -tiOili.nmtigiant worker must possess: · 

(A) full state · licensur~ to practice in the occupation, _if such licensure is required to . : . 
practice in. the. occupation, · 

I . 

(B) cpmpletion of the degree described in paragraph (l)(B) for the occupation, or 

·(G) . (i) . experie~ce in the specialty equivalent to the completion of such degree, and 

· (ii) . recogniti~~ of expertise in the specialty thrqugh progressively responsible 
· pQsitions relating to the specialty. 

In impleQ:Ienting s~ctioii- 214(i)(2) of the Act, · 8 U.S.C. § tl84(i)(2), the regulation at 8 C.F.R. 
§ 2l4.2(h)(4)(iii)(C) states that an alien must aiso meet one: of the following criteria in order · to 
qmilify top~iform s~rvicesin a specialty occupation: .. · · 

. . 

(1) · Hold a: United States baccalaureate or higher degree required by the specialty 
6Ccupa~ion from an accredited college or university; 

(2} 

(3) 

(4) 

Hold a foreign degree determined to be · eqiuivalent to a United States 
baccal~ureate or. higher degree required by the ; sp~cialty occupation from an 
~ccredi,ted college or university; 

Hold ap.· unrestricted state license, registration . or~ certification which authorizes 
• . ' 1 

.him or ·her to fully _ practice the specialty ocCupation and be immediately . 
engaged in that specialty in t~e state of intended e_mployment; or 

·Have 'education, specialized training, and/or progressively responsible 
~xperience that is equivalent to completion of a J]nited States baccalaureate or 
higher .degree in the specialty occupation, and have recognition of expertise in 
t4e specialty through progressively responsible p·ositions directly related to the 

· specialty. · 

' 

. Therefore, to qual if~ an alien. for classificationas an H-lB nopimniigrant worker under the Act, the 
petition~r rnu~t establish that the beneficiary possesses the reguisite' license or, if none is required, 
that he or she ~as cdmpleted a degree in the specialty that the occupation requires. Alternative! y, if a 
license is notrequired and if the beneficiary does not possess the required U.S. degree or its foreign 
degree equivalent, the petitioner must show· that the beneficiary possesses both (1) education, 
specialized training,: and/ot progressively responsible experience in the specialty equivalent to the 

. • , ' r 
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. . ~. ' . . . . . 

completion of such; degree, and (2) recogni.tion of expertise in the specialty through progressively 
responsiple position~ relating to the specialty. · · 

Ip. the in.staQt case, · the record contains no evidence that the beneficiary has received any U.S. 
baccalaureate or higher degree, or that he holds a foreign ~egree determined to be equivalent to a 
U.S, bacc~laureate or higher degree. Inaddition, there is no indication that licensure is required to 
perform the duties of the proffered position. To find the beneficiary qualified to perform the duties 

· · of a, spec~alty occupatio.n, the petitioner must therefore demon'strate that the beneficiary satisfies the 
requirements of 8 CF.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(C)(4). · 

In order to equate a beneficiary's credentials to a U.S. baccalaureate or higher degree under 8 C.F.R. 
§ 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(C)(4), the provisions at 8 C.F.R.. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(D) require one or more of the 
fu~~ . . 

.(1) An evaluation from an official who has authority to grant college-level credit for 
training and/or experience in the specialty at an accredited college or university 

·which has. a program· for granting such credit b~d on an individual's training 
.and/or ~ork experience; · 

(2) The results of recogniZed college-level equivalency examinations or special credit 
programs, such as the College Level Examination Program (CIEP), or Program 

· on Noricollegiate Sponsored Instruction (PONSI); · 

(3) An evaluation of education by a . reliable credentials evaluation service which 
};pecializes in evilluating foreign educational credentials; 4 

I . 

(4) Evidence of certification or registration from a nationally-recognized professional 
~ssociation or society for the specialty that ·is known to grant certification or 
registration to persons in the occupational specialty who have achieved a certain 

" . l~vel of co~petence in the specialty; · · 

(5) · A determination by the Service that the equivale~t of the degree required by the 
specialty occupation has been acquired . through a combination of education, 

· specialized training, and/or work experience in .~reas related to the specialty and 
· that the alien has achieved recOgnition of expertise in the specialty occupation as a 
result of such training and experience .... 

In the instant case; as the record contains no evidence of : passage of recognized college-level 
equivalen.cy ex~inations or special credit progr~ms as described in 8 C.P.R. 
§ 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(D)(2), the petitioner has not demonstrated that the beneficiary is qualified to work · 
in a specialty occupation position pursuant to that section. · 

4 The petitioner should ·note that, in accordance with this provi$ion, the AAO will accept a credentials 
evaluati9n, serviee's evaluat.ion of education only, not training and/(_)rworkexperience. 
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The p~tition,er .is not relying on the beneficiary's formal -education to show that he is qualified to 
work in C:i $peci~lty pccupation position and, thus, the criterion of 8·C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(D)(3) is 
.inapplica~le. _ · 

The record contains no evidence of certification or registration from a nationally-recognized 
profes~ion~l engine~ring association or society and, therefore, the petitioner has not demonstrated 

. that tpeberteijciary ~s qualifiedpursuant to 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(D)(4). 
. .... - ~ ~ J . ' . 

. . . ' 

. The evidence in the · record is sufficient ·that USCIS may find that the beneficiary has extensive 
experien.ce. ~nstaliing electrical and electronic devices,· but ; insufficient. for USCIS to make an 
independent detennination that he has achieved recognit~on of expertise in. any branch of 
engin,eeribg as a res.ult of t.Qanixperience. Accordi_rigly,the M.O does not find that the beneficiary 
is qualified tq work in, a specialty occupation position pursuant to 8 C.F.R. §214.2(h)(4)(iii)(D)(5). . 

' I • " • • 

The rema#tjng subsection is 8 C.F.R. § 2l4:Z(h)( 4)(iii)(D)(J), the criterion of which may be satisfied 
if the pet!tjorter provides a credible evaluation from an offici~l who has authority to grant college
level' cre~it for training and/or expeiiertce in the 'specialty ~t an accredited college .or uil.iversity 
wh~ch h~s c,t progr,am for granting such· credit based on an individual's training and/or work· 

· experie:Qce. 

The p~tit~oner did, iri fact, prpvide an evaluation of the benefi~iary's qualifications. That evaluation 
states that, as a .result of his employment experience, the 1 beneficiary has the equivalent of a 
bachelor'~ degree in 'electrical engineering technology from a U.S. institution. 

~ . ' . 

However; that evahfation is accompanied by no ~vidence that the evaluator has the authority to grant 
college-level credit: fo'r training and/or experience in the specialty at an accredited college or 
university whjc,P h~s a program for granting such credit based on an individual's training and/or 
work exp.¢rience.5 The evaluator has not been shown to be cpmpetent to evaluate the beneficiary's' 
employm~n.t experience pursuant to 8 C.F.R. § 214;2(h)(4)(iii)(D)(l) and, as such, the petitioner has 
failed to .es.t~blish that the beneficiary is qualified to perform the duties of a specialty occupation 
pursuant to t4~t sub~ection. · 

Lastly, in ·addition to failing to ~~tablish any of the criteria tat 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(4){iii)(D), the 
petitioner: has also failed to establish the second prong of 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(C)(4). 
Specificatly, there is insufficient evidence in the record that the benefici~ry has "recognition .of 
expertise jn the specialty through progressively. responsible ·positions . directly related to· the. 
specialty." For this additional reaSon, it cannot be found based on the record as'currently constituted 
that H1e b~neficiary is qualified to perform the· serviees of a spettalty occupation. . · ·. ' · . · 

: .~· 

5 In fact, that· evaluation does not even contain ail allegation to that effect 
' ' ~ .. 
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The beneficiary has nqt been shown to be qualified to work in a specialty occupation position. 
Accordingly,' the appeal will be dismissed, and the visa petition will be denied for this additional . . . . . . . 

n~ason. 

~n appli~ation or petition that fails to comply with the technical requirements of the law may be 
denied by the AAO even if the service center does not identify all -of the grounds for denial in the 
initial de~ision. See Spencer Enterprises, Inc . .v. United States, 229 F. Supp. 2d 1025, 1043 (E.D. 
Cal. 2001), aff'd, 345 F.3d 683 (9th Cir: 2003); see also Soltane v. DOJ, 381 F.3d 143, 145 (3d Cir. 
2004) (noting that the AAO condu~ts appellate review on a de novo basis). 

. . . . 

Moreover, when the AAO denies a petition· on multiple alternative grounds, a plaintiff can succeed 
QP a challenge only if it shows that the AAO abused its discietion with respect to all of the AAO's 
enumerateq grqundS,. See Spencer Enterprises, Inc. v. United States, 229 F. Supp. 2d at 1043, affd. 
345 F.3d 68~: . . 

The petition will be denied and the appeal dismissed for Jhe above stated reasons, with each 
considered as an independent and alternative basis for the decision. In visa petition proceedings, the 
burden of provinge~igibility for the benefit sought remains entirely with the petitioner. Section 291 
of the Act, 8. U.S.C. § 1361. Here, that burden has not been. met. 

ORDER: Th.~ appe*l is . dismissed. The petition is denied. 


